Human Targets: KENS 5 reports on Texan TIs
tortured in houses of horrors

Targeted Individuals (TIs) and extremists' domestic terrorism gained national attention yesterday due to San Antonio's
Joe Conger, KENS 5 News, Dr. John Hall and San Antonio police department that took the human target, Cynthia
Vurbeff incident reports with integrity according to Conger, reporter for KENS 5.
TIs tortured in houses of horrors
Domestic terrorism has been well-hidden by mainstream press, despite hundreds of reports sent to it describing the
atrocity being committed on U.S. soil with immunity and impunity.
According to emails circulating yesterday, surviving TIs throughout the nation are grateful beyond measure to Mr.
Conger and KENS 5 for their February 17 report, "Stalked, drugged and raped: Is It Happening in San Antonio?"
Conger reports Vurbeff saying that her home has become a "house of horrors" and quotes her saying, “I feel that I've
lost my mind, lost my life.”
"Incident reports from law enforcement tell the tale: Numerous break-ins at the address. She suffered vandalism to her
car, motorcycle and computer," writes Conger, all the typical treatments targeted individuals in the U.S. and abroad
get, plus more.
Vurbeff told Conger what TIs consistently report to no avail, “Everything... They just went through everything.”
Coinciding with the so-called "war on terror," rudimentary data shows that the domestic terroristic treatment of targets
increased exponentially since September 11, 2001 when the secret terror floodgate was opened in the U.S. according to
over 500 individual reports of injured American survivors still well enough to communicate.
As in many other cases, the San Antonio sheriff’s detectives reportedly "had little to go on, because the vandals -though often destructive -- stole nothing. Even from her portable safe, drilled into and torn apart, the contents -- the
jewelry -- remained untouched," writes Conger.
Vurbeff experienced someone telling her that she would be harmed according to the news report. Such warnings, often
seeming too bizarre to understand at the time, is another tactic used on and reported by TIs.
Conger writes:
Vurbeff says her troubles didn’t start until she met two men.
One would become her ex-boyfriend; the other was his partner in a San Antonio pain clinic, Dr. John Hall.
Vurbeff said: “The very first time I met him, we went to his house on the Fourth of July, and he told me
that because I was already there in his house, that I would be the next victim, that I would be stalked.”
Vurbeff found the doctor’s prophecy to be correct. She suffered months of oddness:
Lights left on. Doors open. Furniture moved. Her clothes dryer disassembled. Her friends said they
noticed the strange happenings. They tell the I-Team they even witnessed a gas oven left turned on.

“As soon as you walked in the house, you smelled gas," one friend said. "The whole house smelled of gas.
Immediately turned it off, opened up the doors, but that thing doesn't turn on by itself. And it had been
running a good length of time."
Another friend said she and Vurbeff were stalked at a mall.
Assaults including rape due to no support by Coincidence Therorist family, friends and 'caring' professionals
In many of these TI cases, targets are abandoned, left out in the cold alone to try to survive due to disbelieving
"Coincidence Theorist" family, friends and even professionals in the caring field that offer no support or protection.
As with other such cases, Verbeff's experiences left her vulnerable for her eventual assault, rape.
According to self-support groups reports of women struggling to survive this domestic terror, the 39-year old San
Antonio woman's experiences were consistent: Someone "drugged the food in her home and returned later to rape
her," reported Conger who adds that she "filed a report and was briefly hospitalized with signs of sexual assault."
Dr. Hall calls Vurbeff experiences “gang stalking,” a term causing strife among many TI survivors who detect applied
FBI Cointelpro tactics plus military grade weapons that are now deployed to the Department of Justice.
Dr. Hall is author of, “ A New Breed: Satellite Terrorism in America," a book in which he boldly desribes his personal
experiences of being a target of the domestic terrorism covertly sweeping through the nation's communities.
Conger reports that "others in San Antonio have contacted the I-Team and described similar types of occurrences."
"Linda Johnson says someone poisoned her water supply with heavy metals in northwest San Antonio. Then, there’s
the story of the bracelet that went missing, and then reappeared.
"Police, she says, have stopped listening to her. And like Vurbeff, she, too, believes she’s been sexually assaulted,
although she never filed a police report.
"Johnson said: 'I've been to doctors many times, and I've been to the rape crisis center, yes.'
A New York attorney reports that one in ten police complaints are by victims of this extremist cell operating in the
U.S.
"'This isn't stalking that's done by former spouse, or former boyfriend or someone you know is disgruntled at you, but
stalking that's done by a total stranger in an organized fashion,' Dr. Hall said.
High-tech weaponry remotely applied to property and person
Hall makes it clear in his book that he believes that well-organized-operatives are using government satellite
technology to terrorize victims. Visible injuries are otherwise inexplicable.
John Conner writes in the March 2010 Sovereign newspaper front-page story that "Homeland Security-administered
fusion centers are using a nationwide microwave/laser electromagnetic radiation "directed energy weapon system to
silently torture, impair, subjugate unconstitutionally "targeted" Americans and their families..." (The Sovereign, U.S.
Silently Tortures Americans with Cell Tower Microwaves, John Conner, Issue 9, March 2010)
KENS 5's Conger quotes Hall saying that targets are "all voicing the same complaints: organized stalking, weird,
electronic disturbances going on in their homes. Most of the women complain of drugging and sexual assault. It's a big
national problem."
That national problem source according to Conner, is apparently dozens of U.S. Department of Homeland Security
administered 'fusion centers' used to silently and invisibly torture, impair and subjugate targeted individuals.
Conner explains that most TIs "have no idea what is making them sick, tired, exhausted, irritable, confused, lethargic;
[lagued with painful, debilitating head and body aches and sgarp, piercing, painful ringing tones audible only to the
target; suffering from temporary or pernanent cognitive impairment leaving them unable to function normally."

As with most targets able to acquire information about the crime they are experiencing, when Vurbeff first read about
it, Conger reports it "caused her stomach to turn" because of the "similarities to her own situation."
"Vurbeff said: 'I pulled out the book and I started reading it, and I'm like, 'Oh my God, that's exactly what's
happening to me," reported Conger. It was Dr. Hall's book that she was able to access and read.
Conger writes that San Antonio police reports indicated a 2007 rape still under investigation that occurred "in the same
quad of condos where one of Dr. Hall’s girlfriends supposedly lived," and that Bexar County detectives say Vurbeff’s
assault case also remains open.
Law enforcement won’t and cannot say whether Dr. Hall is even a person of interest according to Conger, learning
what TIs throughout the nation and beyond also report when trying to find out why they are being precision targeted
with military grade weapons and kept under what constitutes extremist foot soldier "surveillance."
Dr. Hall alleges to have been targeted by the same extremist groups as Verbeff including fellow doctors and the Texas
Medical Board for blowing the whistle on the criminal activity.
In retaliation, Dr. Hall faced the standard white coat bogus diagnoses of “probable delusional disorder” and ordered
psychiatric treatment that whistleblowers consistently report.
Another tactic targeted individuals consistently report is being drugged, effective for subsequent rape, confinement for
illicit drug-related charges, or loss of career. Operatives drugged Dr. Hall with cocaine periodically to ensure he would
lose his medical license.
Now with medical license reinstated, Dr. Hall has appeared on cable TV shows, late-night radio and is developing his
own radio program.
While San Antonio police and Bexar County Sheriff’s deputies say they continue to investigate Verbuff's case,
Conner highlights that within President Obama's first 100 days in office, he federalized most local police departments
so that most police now take direct orders from Janet Napolitano's U.S. DHS and "have been told to stay silent about
the attacks," sworn to secrecy on "national security" grounds.
To date, no police or sheriff is known to have broken those orders.
No major human rights group has offered to advocate for the ever increasing population of human targets, despite their
pleas for help to survive.
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Learn more, take responsible action, and keep asking, "Why?" and "Why not?" For more information about rogue
counterintelligence and counterterrorism targeting innocent human targets, subscribe to Dupré Reports free at the top
right of this article. Permisison is granted to copy and post or forward only the first paragraph of this article with the
link to this original site. Email Dupre' for more information about how you can write for the Examiner or for
pemission to republish this article. Support Dupre's human rights work and her Targeted Individual book in progress
by visiting her website, www.DeborahDupre.com

